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Abstract

This paper studies the shipment of internationally-traded goods, focusing on the path the

goods take to get to their final destination, and in particular taking into account the internal

geography of the destination country. Much of the goods movement in international trade

is time intensive and shipments can take 25 days or more from source to final destination.

The paper estimates the costs incurred by firms on account of transit time, by studying the

choice behavior of firms, as firms trade off shorter transit times in exchange for higher freight

rates. The paper assembles a variety of new data sources including bills of lading for ocean

shipping transactions that have been processed to match to data on selected individual firms,

and that have been merged with GPS data on ocean vessels to acertain shipping times. As

an application, the paper considers the recent labor market disturbance on the West Coast

ports of the United States. The paper produces firm-specific estimates of the cost of this

disruption.

Note: This paper is preliminary and incomplete, and is circulated in advance of a seminar

presentation at CEU Budapest on May 2, 2016. Please do not cite.



1 Introduction

Much of the goods movement in international trade is through ocean shipping and this takes

time. For example, to move a container from Shanghai through the Panama Canal and up

to New York City takes about 25 days. We can think of the time goods take in transit

as imposing costs through both the predictable aspect of a journey, as well as costs due to

service disruptions that create delays that can’t be planned for. These service disruptions

include those arising on account of congestion and inadequate transportation infrastructure,

as well as disruptions from labor unrest. In this paper, we study the problem of how an

importer moves goods into the country, and we take into account both the dollar cost of

freight expenditures, as well as the implicit cost of time in transit, including the predictable

aspects of transit duration as well as the possibility of service disruption. We examine the

issue at a high level of geographic resolution, taking into account that a particular importer

generally needs to deliver goods to multiple domestic destinations, that it obtains goods

from multiple foreign destinations, and that it can choose among multiple domestic ports

to supply a particular domestic destination from a particular foreign port. To estimate the

model, we use rich transactions-level data on the path of imports that we have processed

to turn it into firm-level information, and we combine it with detailed data about shipping

times, as well as estimates of freight costs. To shed light on the issue of service disruption,

we examine how anticipation of labor market disruptions on the West Coast in late 2014 and

early 2015 affected importer behavior.

To understand the approach of the paper, consider a firm that desires to move a standard

container of goods from Shanghai to New York City. If we rule out air, the fastest way to

get the container to New York is to ship it first to Los Angeles (as quick as 12 days) and

then ship it to New York via ground transportation (approximately four to seven days).

Alternatively, as illustrated in Figure 1, the container can be shipped over water through

the Panama Canal all the way to New York City, a journey that takes approximately 25

days. The all-water route takes a week longer, but is cheaper, since ground transportation

is more expensive than water transportation. To a first approximation, if we see a firm

choosing the all water route, we can infer that the value of getting the good a week earlier

must be less than the savings in freight cost from the indirect route. More generally, the

firm may need to move goods from China throughout the interior of the United States. The

higher the fraction of goods shipped through East Coast ports, the longer the average time

in transit. We can infer the firm’s value of time from observing the choices it makes in light
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of this trade-off between freight cost and time. We think of this exercise as informative

about the dollar cost of the predictable component of time in transit. To say something

about the dollar cost of service disruption, we determine how the choices of firms changed

in anticipation of labor unrest on the West Coast.

Our estimates at this point are preliminary, and only apply for the limited cases of

Wal-Mart and the shipment of household goods and personal effects. We are finding that

Wal-Mart places a relatively low dollar weight on the predictable component of time in

transit, and a relatively high weight on the costs of service disruption.

An important predecessor paper is Hummels and Schaur (2013). This paper uses public

census tabulations on how imports enter by mode (in particular, air versus water), and

by port of entry (in particular, West Coast versus East Coast). The paper controls for

particular products, and examines the tendency to substitute away from water towards air,

for deliveries of the particular product to the coast opposite to the originating country (i.e.

the East Coast from Asia, or the West Coast from Europe). We highlight three ways our

paper is different. First, while the previous paper considers the margin of air versus water,

in our paper all the imports are waterborne, and the margin is which coast to use. We think

this is a good margin to focus on, because it is relevant for a substantial fraction of import

activity. In contrast, the margin between water and air is not relevant for most goods.

Second, in Hummels and Schaur, the geographic structure is two points, East and West

Coast, and no internal transportation cost is considered. In our paper, we consider a rich

geography and jointly study domestic transportation cost as well as foreign transportation

cost. Third, while we also make some use of published census tabulations of aggregated

data, our main focus is on rich micro data.

Our micro data are the bills of lading filed with the U.S. Customs and Border Patrol

(CBP) as part of the customs process. We have processed millions of these records to

identify the port choice strategy of leading firms. We have also merged this information

with GPS-based data on ships to ascertain shipping times. We complete the analysis of a

firm’s problem, with additional information about freight rates and domestic shipping times.

There is a recent international trade literature (see Bernard et al (2007, 2009, 2010)) that

has linked confidential customs data to firm-level information. Unlike this earlier literature,

we are interested in the specifics of the geography of where goods arrive. Moreover, by using

the publicly available bills of lading data rather than the confidential data, we are able to

report firm-level estimates.

Our paper is part of a recent literature integrating the analysis of international trade
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with intra-regional trade. See, for example, Holmes and Stevens (2014), and Cosar and

Fajgelbaum (forthcoming). More broadly it is part of an emerging literature aiming to

estimate tractable, yet highly detailed models of economic geography, including Ahlfeldt et

al (2016), and Allen and Arkolakis (2014), and recent working specially aiming to quantify

intraregional trade frictions, such as Atkin and Donaldson (2015).

There is extensive analysis of port choice in operations research. Leachman and David-

son (2012), for example, explicitly consider Wal-Mart’s port choice problem in a calibrated

model.1 A key difference here is that way we take a revealed preference approach, to infer

valuations from time on the basis of choice.

2 Model

We develop a model of a firm that imports goods from foreign locations for distribution to a

variety of different domestic locations. Formally, there is a supply chain with three nodes:

foreign ports ( nodes), indexed by , domestic ports ( nodes), indexed by , and ultimate

locations ( nodes), indexed by . Let ,  ,  be the counts, respectively, of the  ,

, and  type notes. At each ultimate location there is a measure ().

We index time by  . We assume the underlying model parameters are invariant over

time, and introduce time to allow for variations over time in a cost shock, as we further

explain below.

Particular goods are indexed by . We assume any particular good  is sourced from

a single foreign location, which we can denote (), but for simplicity we write as , leaving

 implicit. Consumers have inelastic demand. Let () be the mean level of demand for

product  of consumers at ultimate location .

For each product  the firm chooses a domestic port strategy. It can use a single port

strategy, routing all of the good through a single port. Alternatively, it can choose a multi-

port strategy, which will involve a fixed cost, as we explain further below.

In addition to the fixed cost of a multi-port strategy, the cost of moving goods has three

components. The first component includes all costs to get the good from foreign port  to

a particular domestic port . This is the foreign transit cost. The foreign transit cost itself

has three parts, Let  denote the freight rate,  the level of service disruption and  total

time in transit. The foreign transit cost, to move good  from foreign port  to domestic

1See Fradley and Guerrero (2010) for an overview of what is called the global replenishment problem. See

also Veldman and Bückmann (2003) and Veldman and van Drunen (2011).
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port , denoted , is written as

 =  + 

 + 


,

where the parameters  and  convert the levels of service disruption and time in transit

to dollars. Note that in general these parameters depend upon the nature of the good .

The second component of cost is the transit cost to move the good from the domestic

port  to consumers at ultimate location . This is domestic transit cost. The domestic

transit cost to deliver from port  to location  equals

() = () + 

() + 


()

Like the foreign transit cost, there is a domestic freight rate , service disruption  and

time in transit  and these potentially vary with the domestic destination , so we write

all of these costs as functions of , as in ().

The third component of cost is what happens at the port. Let the port cost at  for

handling product  at time  be

 +  .

The first component  is constant over time, and can include benefits of dedicated in-

frastructure at port , which potentially is specific to product . There might also be

general port infrastructure, e.g. a deep harbor, and easy access to rail, that would tend to

make  low. If are service disruptions at the port that are not specific to the ultimate

destination, then let the cost of these delays be absorbed into .

The port cost also includes a cost shock  specific to good  at port  at time  ,

which we assume is type 1 extreme value, and i.i.d across ports and across time. To account

for scaling of the distribution of the random term, let  be such that  =  , with

 drawn from the standardized type 1 extreme value distribution. On account of the

random component  , two different products  and 0, that are otherwise similar in cost

parameters, may be supplied through two different ports, at a point in time, and the same

product/destination pair may be served by two different ports, at different time periods 

and  0.
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2.1 Single Versus Multi-Port

In general the firm might chose a range of ports strategies, depending on the good. For

example, it might use one port, or two ports, or three ports, and so on. For simplicity, we

reduce the port strategy problem two choices, single or multi. The firm can either use one

port at a time for a particular good, or alternatively have the option to use multiple ports at

a point in time for the same product. The firm is assumed to tailor the port strategy for each

specific good , making a once-and-for-all decision to minimize expected costs. Then after

the port strategy is selected for each good, over time it observes the port shock realizations

and chooses specific ports for each good, conditional on the port strategy for each good, and

the shock realizations.

We now study firm behavior conditioned on the one-and-for-all choice of a single-port or

multi-port strategy.

2.1.1 Single-Port Strategy

Assume that for a particular good, the firm has chosen the single-port strategy for a particular

good . At time  , the firm observes the cost shocks  for each port . The firm picks

the single port to minimize the average cost of delivering the good across all  destinations.

The average cost equals,


single
 ( ) =

P

=1()

()P

=1()
+  +  +  . (1)

=
£
̄ +  + 

¤
+ 

where where in the first term in the first equation we take the weighted average domestic

transit cost of using the port across all the destinations. To simplify, in the second equation

we let ̄ denote the weighted average domestic transit cost if port  is chosen.

Let the port choice be selected to minimize total transit costs. The choice solves


single
 (ε) = argmin



n

single
1 (1) 

single
2 (2 )  

single


()

o
,

where ε = (1  2    ) is the vector of time  cost shocks across the 
 domestic

ports. Using standard formulas, the probability that port  is selected to to be the sole port
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for good  at time  equals


single
 =

exp(− ̄



− 




− 


)P



0=1 exp(−
̄
0

− 

0

− 0


)



and the expected value (integrating over ε) of the minimum cost equals

̃
single
 =  ln

⎛⎝X
=1

exp
¡
̄ +  ++

¢⎞⎠+ constant,
where the constant is  times Euler’s constant.

2.1.2 Multi-port Strategy

Now suppose the firm has chosen the multi-port strategy. Now the port-choice decision is

made separately for each destination . Write the cost of using  to deliver to  conditional

on the shock  as

multi (  ) = () +  +  +  .

The optimal port for serving destination  solves


 ( ε) = argmin



©
multi1 ( 1) 

multi
2 ( 2)  

multi
( )

ª
.

The probability port  is selected to serve  is

multi () =
exp(− 


()


− 




− 


)P



0=1 exp(−

0()


− 

0

− 0


)



The weighted average of minimized cost across locations is .

̃multi = 

P

=1() ln
³P

=1 exp
¡
() +  + 

¢´
P

=1()
+ constant,

where the constant is the same as in in the single-port problem, and so differences out.

Assume there is some variation in relative transit cost from port to domestic locations,
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across domestic locations. Formally, assume there exist some locations  and 0 and ports

 and 0 such
£
()− 0()

¤ 6= £(0)− 0(
0)
¤
. In this case, depending on the random

shock realizations, the optimal port may vary by destination, i.e. there exist realizations ε

such that 
 ( ε) 6= 

 (0 ε). It is immediate that

̃multi  ̃
single
 .

Having the option to select from multiple ports can only lower costs, and in cases where the

firm prefers to use multiple ports, minimized cost is strictly lower.

2.1.3 Choice of Port Strategy

Now consider the once-and-for-all port strategy choice. We assume this depends upon the

overall scale of operation of the product. Let total volume of product  in a period be

defined as

 =

X
=1

().

We assume there is a fixed cost  to adopt the multi-port strategy instead of the single-port

strategy. In addition, there are cost shocks for each choice 
single
 and 

single
 that we assume

are extreme value with standard deviation . The firm chooses the multi strategy over the

single strategy for product  if

̃
multi
 + + multi ≤ ̃

single
 + 

single
 . (2)

The probability that the multi-port strategy is selected for product  can be written


 =

exp

µ
[̃single

−̃multi
 ]


− 



¶
exp

µ
[̃single

−̃multi
 ]


− 



¶
+ 1

.

2.2 A Simple Example

It is useful to work though a simple example. We do two things with the example. We

first explain how we can identify the value of time when the firm uses a multi-port strategy.

Then we discuss how a multi-port strategy is connected to economies of scale.
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2.2.1 Identifying the Value of Time

Suppose we have a continuum of locations on the unit interval, indexed by  ∈ [0 1].

Suppose there are two ports located at the end points, and index them  ∈ {0 1}. Think of
port 0 as corresponding to the West Coast, and port 1 the East Coast. Think of the imports

as coming from Asia, so the freight rate and transit time are both higher to get to port 1.

Only the differences matter, so let ∆  0 and ∆  0 be extra freight cost and extra

transit time required to get to port 1 relative to port 0, and let ∆ be the difference in port

processing cost. For simplicity, we assume no difference in service disruption. Also, for

simplicity, assume the idiosyncratic shocks are zero,  = 0. Assume that domestic freight

rates and transit times are linear in the distance travelled,

 = ( )

 = ( ),

where  and  are the domestic freight rates and time costs per unit distance, and where

( ) is the distance between  and . In this example, (0 ) =  and (1 ) = 1 − .

Finally, assume there are no costs to adopting a multi-port strategy, so we can assume that

the firm chooses this strategy.

If there is an interior solution to the port choice, locations on the west (left) will be

sourced by port 0, and locations on the east (right) will be sourced by port 1. The cutoff

location ̄ is the point where transit cost is equalized from the two ports,

£
̄+ ̄

¤
=
£
(1− ̄) + (1− ̄)

¤
+∆ + ∆ +∆

The bracketed terms on the left and right are the domestic transit cost (freight rate plus time)

to get to ̄ from the two ports. The remaining terms on the right account for differences in

foreign rate rate, foreign transit time, and the different processing costs of the ports. Solving

for ̄ yields

̄ =
1

2
+

∆ + ∆ +∆

2 ( + )
. (3)

Given the freight cost and time cost advantage of port 0, and assuming ∆ ≥ 0, port 0

will receive more than half of the goods and the cut-off will be right of center. The more

significant the foreign trade cost advantage of port 0, and the less significant the domestic

transit costs, the more the cutoff will be right of center.
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Suppose it is possible to directly observe freight rates and transit times, i.e. the para-

meters , , ∆ , and ∆ . Suppose for now we also observe ∆. Then if we observe

the cutoff ̄, we can back out an estimate ̂ of the value of time

̂ =
(2̂− 1)−∆ −∆

∆ − (2̂− 1)
(4)

The numerator is the difference between the ports in total dollar cost, including freight and

port processing, to get to the cutoff, while the numerator is the difference in transit time.

The empirically relevant case is where the numerator and denominator are both positive,

meaning going the less direct way by ship takes longer but saves money.

While we think it is plausible to obtain direct estimates of freight rates and transit

times, i.e., , , ∆ , and ∆ , it might be difficult to directly observe the difference

in port processing cost. Suppose, however, we consider alternative products with different

originating foreign ports. We have left the product index  be implicit but now return to

making it explicit. Suppose we make the identifying assumption that the time cost parameter

is the same across the goods ,  = , and that the processing cost differential between

ports is the same, ∆ = ∆. Assume the domestic freight and time costs parameters are

the same, as well. But crucially, since the goods are coming from different foreign ports,

there is variation in ∆ and ∆ . For example, if a particular good 
0 is coming from Asia,

then as already discussed we expect ∆0  0 and ∆0  0, as port 0 corresponds to the

West Coast. Then if another good 00 is coming from Europe, we would expect we expect

∆00  0 and ∆00  0, as the originating foreign port is closer to domestic port 1 than port

0. Because of these differences, the cutoff ̄ will vary by product .

Suppose we observe the cutoff ̄ at the product level. Then for a given value of , we

can use equation (4), and plug in the freight and time information to back out the implied

value of g∆(), which we write as a function of . At the true value of 
◦,

g∆(
◦)−∆ = 0, for all .

Our strategy is to use this as a moment condition to identify .
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2.2.2 Port Strategy and Scale

In the above we took as given that the firm adopts the multi-port strategy but now con-

sider what happens when it is possible that the firm chooses the single-port strategy. For

simplicity, asssume that the standard deviation  = 0, so the cost shocks to port strategy

multi = 
single
 = 0 are zeroed out. Consider two cases regarding the scale of the product. In

case one, product volume  is large, so the gain the marginal cost savings from a multi-port

strategy outweighs the fixed cost, i.e. (̃
single
 − ̃multi )  . In the second cost volume

is low, so the single-port strategy is optimal. In the latter case, if we assume consumers

are uniformly distributed along the line, then the average cost of using the East Coast port,

relative to the West Coast port reduces to

∆ + ∆ +∆.

This happens because given the symmetry, the domestic shipping cost of delivering to all

domestic locations from either side are the same. So the only differences are the difference

in ocean shipping and port processing cost. As we expect the ocean shipping costs and time

costs to get to the East Coast to generally outweigh any offseting port processing cost of the

West Coast, we expect that a firm using the single-port strategy will choose the West Coast

for this single port.

Note also that if we take a product with large scale, but that also has a high value of

time , this product will also tend to be routed through the West Coast. This discussion

illustrates that to estimate the value of time, it is important to take into account scale. For

goods coming from Asia will tend to be run primarily through the West Coast if the scale

of operation is small, or if the value of time is low.

3 Data

3.1 Published Census Tabulations on Imports

The Census publishes tabulations on imports at rich detail. For each narrowly-defined

product (ten-digit harmonized code or HS10), the value and weight of imports are reported

by the port of entry and mode of transportation (air, ship, and a residual which is mostly

surface). We focus on waterborne imports and Table 1 provides summary statistics for 2014.
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The total value of such imports for that year is 1.1 trillion dollars and the total weight is

0.7 trillion kilograms. The Census also provides a breakdown of whether the imports come

in a container or not. Containers account for over half of the value, but only 13.2 percent

of the weight. The number of customs filings for waterborne goods is 28.4 million. A

particular bill of lading transaction might involve different HS10 products and each different

HS10 record is treated as a separate filing, to come up with the 28.4 million figure.2

Table 1 also reports the ten largest ports. The data is reported at the customs district

level, which combines, for example, the Port of Los Angeles with the adjacent Port of Long

Beach. As another example, Tacoma, Washington is combined with Seattle. For all of

the work in this paper we aggregate to the port district level, and refer to Los Angeles and

Long Beach together as “Los Angeles.” We can see in the Table 1 that imports are highly

concentrated in a few ports. Los Angeles accounts for almost a third of the value of imports.

Los Angeles and New York together account for almost one half of the value.

If we exclude imports from Canada and Mexico, which mostly arrive by surface trans-

portation, most imports arrive over water. Figure 2 reports the share of the value of imports

arriving by water (relative to water plus air together). Between 1990 and 2000 this share

fell from 73 percent to just over 60 percent. But note that since 2000 the waterborne share

of value has leveled off to around 65 percent. (In this figure we exclude oil imports;, the

waterborne share is higher when oil is included.)

We now use the Census data to take a first look at the key margin of our paper: how

to divide up port choice between the East and West Coast, for a fixed foreign origination.

Figure 3 takes the case of goods originating in China, and plots the share of the value of

the goods entering on the East Coast, where we include ports on the Gulf Coast such as

Houston as part of the East Coast. In the early 1990s this share decreased somewhat, but

at this point imports from China were relatively small. Imports took off in the late 1990s

and particularly in the early 2000s with the accession of China into the WTO. The increase

of share going to the East Coast is striking, rising from under 15 percent in 2000 to almost

30 percent today. Chinese goods are spending more time in transit.

The data used to construct Figure 3 aggregates information from many firms, who poten-

tially differ significantly in distribution strategies. It includes imports by Wal-Mart which

brings goods it intends to distribution on the West through West Coast ports, and goods it

distributes to the East through East Coast ports. It includes imports by other firms, includ-

ing high price brand firms like Vanity Fair (Northface, Nautica) which brings virtually all

2This count is referred to as "cards” in the Census tabulation.
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the goods it received by water from China through Los Angeles for distribution throughout

the United States. It even includes other firms with a single distribution center on the East

Coast, that brings all their goods from China through the East Coast distribution center,

including goods that eventually end up on the West Coast. This heterogeneity motivates

our interested in studying firm level data, as we describe in the next subsection. However,

before jumping into the details of this data, there are some interesting special cases we can

look at in the Census data.

We begin with beverage imports and contrast imports originating from the Pacific with

those originating on the Atlantic side. Beverages are interesting to consider, because they

are heavy and transportation costs loom large. Furthermore, for the examples we consider,

we know the firms have a national distribution strategy. To start, consider water imports

from Fiji. (Fiji Water is a firm that sells such water). Of these Pacific-based imports,

56.5 percent make their way through East Coast ports. Next consider water from France.

(These brands include Evian and Perrier). For such imports, 64.6 percent arrive through

East Coast ports, which is higher than the share from Fiji, as we would expect. The line

dividing sourcing from the West versus the East (point ̄ in the model) is further east for

Pacific originations. Next, consider sweetened water from Austria and Switzerland (Redbull

is a leading firm) where 78.2 percent arrives on the Atlantic side.

Companies selling automobiles also employ national distribution strategies and we con-

sider this industry next. We see a similar pattern. For Pacific-based suppliers from Japan

and Korea, the share coming through the Atlantic is about 45 percent. For Atlantic-based

suppliers from Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom, the share is about 75 percent.

Firms pick a margin in the interior where they draw the line between the West Coast and

East Coast, and optimize accordingly.

The next step is to develop firm-level data where we can examine at a disaggregated

level.

3.2 Bill of Lading Data

The U.S. Department of Customs and Border Protection (CBP) releases detailed information

about bills of lading of waterborne imports. A bill of lading is a document issued by a carrier

that provides details of the shipment. The CBP sells the raw data to various shipping

information companies who then resell it. We have obtained complete data for various
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months and subsamples.3 We note there is no analogous information for imports that come

in by air or surface transportation.

There are approximately 13 million bills of lading in a given year. Recall there are about

30 million customs filings in a given year in the Census tabulations. There are two reasons

the numbers are not the same. First, a given bill of lading may include different products,

and each different HS10 code product gets its own record in the Census data. Second, the

coverage is different. Firms file bills of lading for goods that are entering the United States

for transshipment to other countries. Also, bills of lading are filed for individuals moving

household goods and personal effects, and these transactions do not show up in the Census

tabulations.

The variables in the bill of lading include details about the journey, such as the date of

the shipment, vessel information, the foreign port and the US port. It also includes the place

of receipt which may be different from the foreign port if the shipment was moved from one

ship to another, or from another mode of transit, as part of the journey. The data has

fields for the shipper and consignee, as well as a text field specifying information about the

product. There is a variable specifying the weight of the shipment and another variable

specifying quantity of the shipment (and what units the quantity variable is defined for).

The record specifies whether the shipment is in a container. Table 3 illustrates example bill

of lading records, one for Target and one for Wal-Mart.

The Target record is easy to fine, as “Target Stores” is listed as the consignee. The

Wal-Mart record is harder to find. Firms have the option to leave the shipper and consignee

fields blank to protect their confidentiality. About 20 percent of the shipments have this

information withheld. Moreover, even when the consignee field is not blank, a third party

logistics provider may be listed instead of the actual recipient of the goods. Fortunately,

there are three other text variables that are always disclosed and these often provide identi-

fying information about the shipments. The variable "products" in some cases specifies the

receiving firm as well as a distribution center destination, and likewise a variable "marks,”

listing the shipping marks also may have this information. A variable "notify_party,” is

also helpful. The Wal-Mart record in Table 3 was identified by the global location code

(GLN) 0078742000008 that Wal-Mart includes in many of its records.

Table 4 is a partial tabulation of various subsamples of the data that we have created.

3Our source is Ealing Market Data Engineering, which provides the raw data feed from CBP. There are

varous other providers of the data, including the Journal of Commerce (PIERS) which is the best known

provider.
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Our subscription source begins with data from 2007 and we have a Wal-Mart data set of 1.3

million records over the period 2007 through 2015, based on searching for the GLN code.

We also collected a significant amount of data for the following nine months: December,

2012, 2013, and 2014, and January and February, 2013, 2014, and 2015. We choose this

sample period in order to be able to study the labor market disruption that occurred on

the West Coast at the end of 2014 and into January and February of 2015. For this nine

month sample, we have searched for the records of all of the firms listed as being among the

top 100 container importers by the Port Import/Export Reporting Service (PIERS) of the

Journal of Commerce for 2013 and 2014. The ranking is based on counts of containers. We

henceforth will refer to these as PIERS Top 100 firms.

We also include a sample of observations for household goods and personal effects. We

exclude records related to the military. (When troops are moved, the personal effects of

service men and women get run through the bill of lading records.)

3.3 Internal Geography of the United States

For our internal geography, we partition the U.S. according to core-based statistical areas

(CBSAs). For those rural areas outside of CBSA, we allocate them according to BEA

Economic Areas. After we eliminate Alaska, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico, we are left with a

partition of the forty eight contiguous states into 1095 geographic units, that correspond to

the locations index by  in the model.

In the problem of the firm, we take as given the mean per person consumption  of

product  at location . As we consider various firm-level problems, we use firm-specific

estimates of . For Wal-Mart we base these estimates on a prediction model based on

store-level sales data and store counts across CBSAs. For Target and Lowes we base the

estimates on store counts. We make no attempt to correct for regional differences in type

of products, e.g. that Wal-Mart carries more snow shovels in Minnesota, and less beach

blankets, as compared to Florida.

Suppose we take our estimates  for Wal-Mart, Target and Lowes, and suppose we take

the top ten ports used for imports. Finally, suppose port choice is determined to minimize

domestic distance shipped. Table 5 reports the resulting East Coast port share for the

various possibilities. The final row covers the case where goods are shipped to each location

proportional to population. We can see that Wal-Mart, with a share of 79 percent is slightly

tilted eastward, compared to the general population share of 77 percent. Lowes is even more
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so (at 84 percent) and Target a little less then the general population. Throughout all of

these cases, we see that the if foreign freight cost and time differential of getting to East and

West Coasts are not taken into consideration, the overwhelming majority (approximately 80

percent) of imports would flow through the East Coast. Figure 4 is a map of Wal-Marts

regional distribution centers. The tilt to the East in this map is readily apparent.

3.4 Freight Costs

For freight costs in international shipping, we focus on the Drewry World Container Index,

which reports an estimate of the spot price at the weekly level to ship a 40 foot container

on eleven routes, including originating ports at Shanghai, Rotterdam, and Genoa, and des-

tination ports at Los Angeles and New York City. This index is used in futures markets.

Figure 5 illustrates the index for Shanghai to Los Angeles (blue), Shanghai to New York

(red), and the premium to get to New York (in green). The differential was approximately

$1100 from 2011 through 2013 and then increased substantially in late 2014, peaking in early

2015, before returning to about $1000.

To expand the set of port combinations for which we can get prices, we use an internet

source, worldfreightrates.com. At this site, one can search for various port combinations

and see a range of potential prices.

For domestic freight rates we also appeal to worldfreightrates and to the Surface Trans-

portation Board’s public sample of rail waybills. Using the worldfreightrates trucking cost

data we regress truck price on distance, and find an intercept of 141.11 with a per mile cost

of 1.21 (standard errors are 89.04 and 0.052 respectively). The r-squared of this regression

is 0.88. Using the waybill data we regress rail price on distance, and find an intercept of

398.17 with a per mile cost of 0.74, with an r-squared of 0.34

3.5 Time in Transit

For domestic transit via truck we use driving time estimates between ports and destinations

reported by worldfreightrates. To approximate drive times between points for which we did

not collect drive time data, we regress drive time in hours on distance and use the fitted

values. This simple regression has a very good fit with an r-squared of 0.99.4 To get the total

4The coefficient on miles is 0.01428 with a standard error of 0.00006, implying an average speed of 70

miles per hour. The intercept was 0.38 with a standard error of 0.096.
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inland transit time for truck shipments, we extend these drive time estimates to account for

driver rest requirements that mandate 10 hour breaks for 11 hours of driving.

For domestic transit on rail, we use information form published internodal rail schedules

from the major rail carriers serving ocean ports (Union Pacific, BNSF, CSX, and Norfolk

Southern). Published transit times were available on 365 routes between major ports and

destinations. On routes with multiple trips of different times, the average transit time was

used. While the schedules contain information on transit times for the major rail routes,

estimates of times between other points are approximated by regressing the scheduled time

on distance and using the fitted values.5

We take into consideration that firms typically use trucks for short distances and rail for

long distances and that this decision is based on the combination of inland freight cost and

inland transit time. For a given value of time, we assume that the firm will use the lowest

cost inland option.

For ocean transit we use two sources. We have obtained port call histories for vessels

through a subscription product offered by Fleetmon. These are based on GPS readings of

ship positions. This port call data is for the period October 2013 through the end of 2015.

For our sample bill of lading records, we find the port call information for approximately 75

percent of the observations, with significantly higher match rates for the largest vessels.

4 Motivating Facts

We use the data to report several motivating facts.

First, we take our sample of PIER Top 100 firms. Our intent is to focus on the subset of

firms that distribute imports nationally. So we want to exclude firms, such as the automobile

manufacturer, such as Honda with plants in Ohio and Alabama, for which imports or parts

are being sent to these plants and surrounding plants. We therefore delete all of the firms

in the PIERS Top 100 that have manufacturing operations in the United States. We also

delete regional retailers, such as Krogers, and Bob’s Furniture Store. We are particularly

interested in how imports from China are entering, and we restrict attention to those firms

with at least 1000 bill of ladings of goods coming from China. This leaves us with the 51

firms listed in Table 6.

For each firm, we calculate the share of imports coming through East Coast ports. We

5The intercept is 46.9 hours (standard error of 3.9) and each mile adds 0.0649 hours (standard error of

0.0026). The r-squared of this regression is 0.63.
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weight bills of lading by the (estimated) number of containers associated with each record.

Table 6 is sorted in descending order of the East Coast share.

The top two on this list are Lowes and Wal-Mart. As we saw earlier in Table 5, the

store locations for Lowes are tilted to the East Coast by five percentage points compared to

Wal-Mart, and its import distribution is tilted to the east about 5 percentage points as well.

Both companies bring the majority of their goods through the East Coast.

As we look across the table, we can see wide variation in the East Coast share. Some of

these shares are close to zero. It is notable that technology companies such as Samsung,

Hewlett-Packard, Sony, Panasonic, and Rico, and Best Buy, all have low shares. We expect

these kinds of goods to have high time costs. (Exceptions, perhaps, are Philips at 24.7

percent and Canon at 29.2 percent). Note there is heterogeneity even with firm categories.

Target’s rate of 24 percent is less than half of Wal-Mart’s rate, and Costco is lower still.

This heterogeneity makes clear that one needs to work with firm-level data to conduct the

kind of exercise outlined in the model section of the paper.

For the next fact, we focus just on Wal-Mart. In the theoretical model, we noted that

fixing a company, as we vary the source of the product, the predicted port share will change.

Wal-Mart sources most of its products from China, but it also obtains products source from

India and Bangladesh. Table 8 reports the breakdown of the East Coast port share by six

of most important originating locations. Goods from India and Bangladesh that go to the

East coast typically are shipped through the Suez Canal. Vietnam ports are closer to China.

For both of these countries, the share of goods going to the East Coast is higher than the

average East Coast share for China.

Next we look at the port disruption that took place at the end of 2014 and beginning

of 2015, for West Coast ports. The contract dispute begin in the summer of 2014, but the

problems came to a head in January 2015 and were widely reported by news organizations.

The first fact about this issue is the price series on the spot market differential between

Shanghai and New York, and Shanghai and Los Angeles, visible in figure 5. It hit a peak

of almost $3000 at the height of the crisis in February 2015. The second fact is in regards

to what happened to shipping times between Shanghai and Los Angeles, and this can be

seen in Table 7. Recall we match the bills of lading to the GPS port call data. Our

estimate of days from Shanghai to Los Angeles equal the time difference between arrival in

the destination port and departure from the origination port. Our Wal-Mart sample spans

all the months for which we have port call data. We can see that before the stoppage the

time length was 13 to 14 days (we report the 25th and 50th percentile and they are similar).
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Note that October the median bumps up to 14.4, and then 16.8 and 15.1 in November and

December. Then in January and February the wait explodes to over 30 days, before coming

back down in March. We also have matched bills of lading for 75 percent of the universe of

bills of lading, for a more limited set of months. We see the same pattern.

The second fact is Wal-Mart’s response. The contract expired June 30, 2014, but the

slowdown did not get serious until later. Wal-Mart changed its port location well in advance

of the slowdown. The second row of the table reports Wal-Mart’s East Coast share over the

period July 2014 through April 2015. We see a substantial response, with Wal-Mart moving

goods through the East Coast, to avoid the problems on the West Coast.

5 Estimates

To be completed.
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Table 1 

Waterborne Imports for 2014 

US Total and for Top Ports 

Statistics from Published Census Tabulations 

 

 Count 
Customs 
Filings 

(Millions)

Total 
Value 

(Billions 
of 

Dollars) 

Total 
Weight 
(Billions 
of Kgs) 

Container 
Share of 

Value 

Container 
Share of 
Weight 

United States Total 28.4 1,150.5 673.4 62.8 13.4

By Port (Top Ten at 
Custom District Level) 

 

1 LOS ANGELES, CA 11.5 331.2 80.8 85.3 14.1

2 NEW YORK, NY 5.4 154.9 55.5 76.9 16.7

3 HOUSTON, TX 0.8 107.2 125.3 27.7 10.3

4 SAVANNAH, GA 1.9 67.8 15.2 71.8 14.7

5 NEW ORLEANS, LA 0.1 65.4 106.1 9.2 7.0

6 SEATTLE, WA 1.9 59.2 17.8 85.6 14.6

7 OAKLAND, CA 1.1 49.9 34.2 57.0 13.6

8 CHARLESTON, SC 1.3 44.6 9.9 93.7 13.8

9 NORFOLK-
NEWPORT NEWS, 
VA 

1.3 41.0 9.9 94.4 18.8

10 PHILADELPHIA, PA 0.4 34.4 34.7 33.9 12.8

All Other Ports 2.8 195.0 183.8 33.6 11.5

 

   



 

Table 2 

Which Coast to Bring in Imports? 

Examples from Published Census Tabulations 

 

    Total Value 
(Billions US Dolars) 

Share Arriving at  
East Coast Ports 

Beverage Imports       

Water from Fiji   Pacific‐based  0.07  56.5 

Water from France  Atlantic‐based  0.12  64.6 

Sweetened Water from 
Austria/Switzerland  

Atlantic‐based  1.26  78.2 

       

Automobile Imports       

Japan  Pacific‐based  33.45  42.3 

South Korea  Pacific‐based  14.50  46.6 

Germany  Atlantic‐based  25.67  71.4 

Italy  Atlantic‐based  1.86  76.8 

United Kingdom  Atlantic‐based  5.13  74.1 

 

   



Table 3 

Example Bill of Lading Records 

 

 

Variable Name  Example Target Record  Example Wal‐Mart Record 

Bill of Lading Number  YMLUW231281980  MSCUY8433008 

Arrival Date  2015‐01‐04  2015‐02‐28 

Vessel Name  Oocl China  Msc Maria Elena 

US Port  3002 ‐ Tacoma, Washington  1401 ‐ Norfolk, Virginia 

Foreign Port  57035 ‐ Shanghai, China  57078 ‐ Yantian, China 

Place of Receipt  Shanghai Sh  Yantian 

Shipper  Nantong Pengsheng Plastic Co. Ltd 
Wujia Industrial Zone Nantong City 
Jiangsu Province China 

 

Consignee  Target Stores 1000 Nicollet Mall 
Minneapolis Mn 55403 

 

Notify Party  Target Customs Brokers Inc. 7000 
Target Parkway North Ncd 4452 
Brooklyn Park Mn 55445 

Ups Customs Brokerage 19701 
Hamilton Ave Suite 250 Torrance 
Ca 90502 United States 

Weight, Quantity  16,995 Kg, 1195 Cartons  12937 Kg, 438 Cartons 

Products  Table Kitchen Etc Articles Pts Stainless 
Arp Inv Erg‐411060‐01 Inf Mattress 
Serta Queen Electric P S C 490313 

Kingsford Charcoal Grills Under 
100 P.O.No.:1803819664 Item 
No.551695090 Place Of Delivery: 
Suffolk Virtual Storage Gln: 
0078742000008 Department 
No.: 00016 Hts:7321190080 Po 
Type:0040 ‐Bhg 3 Burner Gas 
Grill‐ Item No. 552953924 ‐
Kingsford 32in Charcoal Grills‐ 
Item No. 552983578 

Marks  Target Stores P.O8690909 Dpc‐
Item091 Casepack Made In China  

Department‐ 00016 Apparel (If 
Applicable) Item 552983578 
Supplier Stk Bc251 Same Same 
Same ‐Department‐ 00016 
Apparel (If Applicable) It‐
Department‐ 00016 Apparel (If 
Applicable) Item 552983578 
Supplier Stk Bc251 

Container Number  YMLU8550270  MSCU4734225 

 

   



Table 4 

List of Bill of Lading Samples 

Name of Sample  Sample  
Arrival Date Range 

Count of Bills of 
Lading 

Selection Criteria 

Wal‐Mart  2007 through 2015  1,326,944  Global location number 
found in products field 

Household Goods and 
Personal Effects 
(Nonmilitary) 

Nov 2012‐Mar 2013 
Nov 2013‐Mar 2014 
Nov 2014‐Mar 2015 

(15 months) 

49,134  Text processing of all fields. 
Required zip code link to 

final destination.   

Target  Dec 2012‐Feb 2013 
Dec 2013‐Feb 2014 
Dec 2014‐Feb 2015 

(9 months) 

132,220  Text search all fields 

Vanity Fair  Same as Target  6,185  Text search all fields 

Ikea  Same as Target  43,827  Text search all fields 

Costco  Same as Target  57,856  Text search all fields 

Nike  Same as Target  43,721  Text search all fields 

Plus additional 
companies.... 

     

 

   



Table 5 

East Coast Port Share that Minimize Distance Shipped Domestically 

 

Distribution of Imports  Percent going to  
East Coast Ports 

To Wal‐Mart Stores  79 

To Target Stores  73 

To Lowes Stores  84 

To General Population  77 

. 

   



 

Table 6 

Sample of Pier 100 Firms with Significant Container Imports 

The East Coast Port Share of Goods from China 

 

Company 

Count Sample Bills 
of Lading 

Originating in China 

East Coast Port 
Share of Goods 
from China 

(TEU weighted) 

LOWES  18852 59.3 

WAL‐MART  146827 53.6 

STAPLES  2709 49.4 

BIG LOTS  7474 49.3 

BED BATH BEYOND  1484 47.1 

DOLLAR TREE  8016 46.6 

CVS  4201 46.4 

WILLIAMS SONOMA  2016 43.8 

FAMILY DOLLAR  1394 43.1 

HOME DEPOT  21577 42.8 

IKEA  14578 42.1 

MICHAELS STORES  4707 38.5 

PIER 1  4396 37.0 

HASBRO  1912 36.2 

TOYSRUS  6114 36.0 

TRACTOR SUPPLY  1917 31.6 

CONAIR  3483 30.7 

DOLLAR GENERAL  5805 29.9 

CANON  2098 29.2 

ADIDAS  3447 28.9 

DOREL  3296 28.7 

TJX  2569 25.7 

THE GAP  24001 25.2 

ELECTROLUX  4114 24.8 

PHILIPS  3918 24.7 

TARGET  99486 24.1 

JOANN FABRIC  4700 24.0 

MACYS  3193 23.9 

ASHLEY FURNITURE  7568 23.4 

COSTCO  44448 18.9 

COASTER OF AMERICA  3453 18.6 

LG  6997 14.7 

SEARS  22526 13.8 



KOHLS  19475 13.2 

NIKE  16554 10.6 

SAMSUNG  13677 10.6 

JARDEN  3453 6.9 

VANITY FAIR  2198 6.3 

HEWLETT PACKARD  12663 5.9 

ROSS STORES  2381 5.6 

SONY  2091 5.2 

MATTEL  4654 4.8 

HON HAI PRECISION  6209 4.2 

SPECTRUM BRANDS  2543 4.1 

PANASONIC  4299 3.5 

JC PENNEY  7609 2.0 

BEST BUY  1199 1.5 

CARDINAL HEALTH  2494 1.3 

EURO MARKET DESIGNS  1311 0.7 

RICOH  1751 0.6 

SKECHERS  3467 0.0 

 

   



 

Table 7 

Total Days from Shanghai to Los Angeles 

Matched Bills of Ladings to Ship Departure and Arrival Times 

Walmart and Full Sample 

Month 

Freight 
Rate 

Premium 
NYC‐LA 

(from 
Shanghai) 

Sample of Walmart Matched 
Bills of Lading

Full Sample of 
Matched Bills of Lading

Count 
Bills 
of 

Lading

Number of Days 
Shanghai to LA

Count 
Bills of 
Ladin

Number of Days 
Shanghai to LA

25th 
percentile

50th 
percentile

25th 
percentile 

50th 
percentile

Oct (2013)  1421  164 13.8 13.8 39,720 13.7  14.3

Nov  1401  253 12.7 13.9 88,540 13.8  14.5

Dec  1272  388 13.4 14.0 72,291 13.9  14.7

Jan (2014)  1341  732 12.9 13.9 84,225 13.7  14.5

Feb  1368  433 13.5 14.5 45,023 13.8  14.9

Mar   1416  557 12.4 12.7  

Apr   1517  593 12.2 12.5  

May   1494  826 12.6 12.6  

Jun   1516  359 12.2 12.2  

Jul   1687  331 12.5 12.5  

Aug  1923  585 12.1 12.6  

Sep  2189  445 12.6 12.9  

Oct  2115  280 13.9 14.4 50,938 15.7  18.7

Nov  1962  98 16.8 16.8 77,692 14.8  16.6

Dec  2164  107 13.1 15.1 61,521 13.9  16.1

Jan (2015)  2498  227 33.7 33.7 69,309 16.7  32.9

Feb  2744  113 33.4 38.4 64,279 17.0  27.0

Mar   2180  316 13.5 13.5  

Apr   1749  241 12.5 12.5  

May   1713  748 13.5 13.5  

Jun   1510  1195 13.7 13.7  

Source: Authors calculations using bill of ladings data matched to ship arrival and departure information  
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Figure 2 

Value of Waterborne Imports as Percent of Waterborne plus Airborne 

By Year 

All Originating Countries Except Canada and Mexico 

 

 
 

Figure 3 

Share of Value of Waterbourne Imports from China Arriving at East Coast Ports 
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